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It’s critical to keep the competitive cost advantage in manufacturing industry. 
Except the essential resources and operation cost, more and more people pay more 
attention to transaction cost and use it to control company’s cost. Transaction cost in 
purchasing is big share in enterprise operation cost and high relate to enterprise 
operation efficiency. Study and Analyze how to reduce purchasing transaction cost, 
it's important to reduce purchasing cost, improve enterprise management and improve 
enterprise competitive advantage.  
The author select M company as samples to do case study in this paper. Study 
logic start from transaction cost theory introduction, explain the transaction cost 
impact factors (transaction uncertain, assets property right exclusive and transaction 
frequency), these three factors how to impact the purchasing cost. Then how to use 
this theory to manage the purchasing affairs, to reduce purchasing cost. At the same 
time, explain the enterprises rely on each other relationship and game power in supply 
chain. After combine some supply chain management knowledge. Analyze the 
problem on purchasing, and make some corrective actions base on practical level. 
This paper's study result can help improve enterprise internal management, reduce 
purchasing cost, improve enterprise competitive on market. The study result not only 
useful to assembly manufacturing industry but also to others industry if there 
purchasing activities including. 
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